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About This Game

Explore, escape, fight and find your way out! Dive into the dangerous and mysterious world where you can fly through burgers
and french fries, huge mushrooms, trees growing from above, floating rocks and flying fish! Everything you haven't seen before

and will never experience in real life! Breathtaking locations and each of them will surprise you with its uniqueness providing
visual enjoyment and give you a boost of adrenaline! You should collect boosts to fill the bar in order to fight the boss in the end

of the level, though each boost is rising the speed so it's time to be carefull! If you touch too many obstacles you will need to
collect more boosts to start fillling your speed bar.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Kathlyn Games
Publisher:
Kathlyn Games
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core 2.2 GHz

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA or AMD GPU with 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 327 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible
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I wish I could un-buy this one. I figured I'd give it some time to work out the bugs, only to find out they will never be fixed. By
then, I tried to get my money back but was told that too much time had expired since the original purchase.

- Nothing works.
- No sound.
- Full of bugs.
- Unplayable.
- Not Fun.

That pretty much sums up how much this game sucks and how much the devs suck right along with it. Next time, finish a game
if you're going to sell it, even if it's on early access. If I could vote 1000 times on how much this game sucks, it wouldn't be
enough.. ing awesome.. Miserable game. Runs so incredibly bad... Worst $5 ever.. Uh..... Best game ever. Recommended to
those who love the Vietnam War and WWII, this games takes you in between those times and lets you take your first steps into
Korea. Play as the North Koreans and crush the Americans under your fist, the Americans and beat the crap out of the North
Koreans, or the USSR, and just be awesome. Gameplay is amazing, stunning graphics with epic units and stunningly detialed
maps with mountains, rivers, and rice paddies. You can also create your own maps and campaigns, amazing indeed. Highly
recommended 9\/10.. This is the true masterpiece of mystery adventure. A must play for all fans of Sherlock Holmes and
players of this genre.. The Orb Chambers original was a revolutionary concept that I personally enjoyed thoroughly! However,
The Orb Chambers II, still being in early stages of release with promised updates, is even more - a true gem among indie games.
The mechanics and level design combine to form a unique and challenging platformer experience. Primo. D4nk20Memez
420\/10. This is a nice game with a lot of potential and it has enough content to be worth your money. Very nice 8.5\/10. very
fun and cheap game to play with friends
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Though this game has good soundtrack, i would not recommend to waste your time playing it. Graphics sucks, gameplay doesn't
interest player at all. Spare your nerves and just pass through.
Overall Rating: 3.0\/10.0. Weapons:

Brenner -- Meh. I haven't used it but I believe it falls short when compared to the CAR4. Of course, so does pretty much every
other gun (subjective to situations obviously).

KSP -- It's ok. I like it and it's fun to use but you also run slower when you have it equipped. I prefer the CAR4 or a sniper rifle
over this but the KSP has utility in small, enclosed areas (anything deathwish).

RPK -- Not sure, I believe it loses out to the KSP (which loses out to other guns imo).

The masks are ok, but that's a subjective thing. If you want them, go for it. Same with the mods.

Melee weapons are currently a joke, however. Even before they raised your concealment their slow attack rate and low damage
made them less than ideal, especially when you are required to go into melee range to use them. It's just faster, easier and more
damaging to open fire. Melee weapons will instant kill a guard that hasn't been alerted, but so will bashing them with the butt of
your weapon. Weapon butt has no charge up, so it's just better. Beyond that you're probably using a silenced weapon to take out
undetected guards anyway.

I like Payday 2 so I recommend this pack, and the KSP has utility so it's not a worthless buy. If for whatever reason you only
wanted to get one weapon pack, or could only get one weapon pack, then I would recommend the Sniper or Assault (grenade
launcher) pack over this one.. Overcooked meets Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes. -Thoroughly enjoyed. Best VR
experience I'm aware of. More of this sort of thing!. Amazing game! I feel incredibly epic whenever I play it. It has so many
close call moments that make the player feel so awesome for surviving. The controls are great and responsive enough to make
sharp, split second, lazer dodging turns in midair so every death seems fair. And with only two buttons: jump and change
direction, it's really easy to master what you're trying to do.

There are many different modes that cover basically every aspect of the gameplay that can be changed. My favorite being Zen
because you get to go super fast and there aren't many hazards.

I found this game better with a friend, taking turns after deaths. This made it a lot more fun to chase records, get achievements,
and share in those epic moments.

I got this game on sale for 5$ and it was 100% worth the price! I'm so happy I found this game.

Also this is the first game that I've ever been able to make "All Time" leaderboards and that is surreal! Must be because the
game is a new release, but just a note that if anyone else wants to know what that feels like, get this game ASAP.. Overlooked
gem. A relatively simple but deeply charming and fun TBS with more than a little character.. Really fun and addicting arcade-
style action, with adorable and well-made art. Fun to try and go for high scores, especially. All in all, just a grand game for a low
price.. Amazing for players of games such as Command and Conquer and Dawn of War, or simply for amassing large armies.. I
like the game so much I have it on two platforms.. From what I gather, the negative reviews were for an earlier build of the
game. My review is for verson 0.4, and the issues spoke of are all fixed now.

The game shows a lot of potential. The graphics are quite good, and the atmosphere is super eerie and does a good job of putting
you on edge. Being so early in development, there's not much to do or interact with yet, and indeed the game only took 15
minutes to finish. As there aren't many horror-based adventure games on the Vive yet, I am looking forward to seeing how this
develops as time goes on. I quite enjoyed what content there is at the moment, and can't wait to see more.. A little bit of a slog at
first, but it gets really interesting when you read further!
Choice of Magics is a good example of taking a concept that exists and adding something unique. It's immersive and extremely
well thought out,
There's a lot of branching choices and the LIs are awesome! The game is well worth the money!
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